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Collection Summary
Collection Title: Photographs from the U.S. Geological Survey of the Territories, for the Year 1873 / Taken by William Henry Jackson [graphic],

Date: 1873

Collection Number: BANC PIC 1906.003--AX

Creator: Geological and Geographical Survey of the Territories (U.S.)

Extent: Number of items: 14 photographic prints

Repository: The Bancroft Library
Berkeley, California 94720-6000

Physical Location: For current information on the location of these materials, please consult the Library's online catalog.

Abstract: Scenes of Mancos Canyon Site, including ancient ruins, and other views in Colorado, with 5 group portraits of members of the survey party.

Languages Represented: English

Access
Collection is open for research, except for original prints, which are restricted. Use viewing prints only: Shelved as BANC PIC 1906.003--PIC. Use of original prints only by permission of the appropriate curator. Inquiries concerning these materials
should be directed, in writing, to the Head of Public Services, The Bancroft Library.

Publication Rights

Copyright has not been assigned to The Bancroft Library. All requests for permission to publish or quote from manuscripts must be submitted in writing to the Head of Public Services. Permission for publication is given on behalf of The Bancroft Library as the owner of the physical items and is not intended to include or imply permission of the copyright holder, which must also be obtained by the reader.

Preferred Citation

[Identification of item], Photographs from the U.S. Geological Survey of the Territories, for the year 1873 / taken by William Henry Jackson [graphic], BANC PIC 1906.003--AX, The Bancroft Library, University of California, Berkeley.

Scope and Content

The first item is apparently from the 1873 series of Jackson's Survey photographs. The rest of the pictures are not identifiable as belonging to any particular series in the published list.

item 1.  #4: Long's peak from Estes Park.
item 2.  #100: Sandstone monuments of Pleasant Park.
item 3.  #122: The Rio Grand below the “Gap.”
item 4.  #137: Ancient ruins in the canon of the Mancos.
item 5.  #153: The Sierra San Juan.
item 6.  #156: Ancient ruins in the canon of the Mancos.
item 7.  #158: Ancient ruins in the canon of the Mancos.
item 8.  #160: Mancos Canon, looking down from near its mouth.
item 9.  #296: View from Tequa towards Moqui.
item 10.  #303: uncaptioned: group phot of personnel of the survey.
item 11.  #304: uncaptioned: six members of the survey.
item 12.  #305: uncaptioned: six other members of the survey.
item 13.  #306: uncaptioned: three members of the survey.
item 14.  #307: uncaptioned: two members of the survey.